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 Alternating Current, Polyphase:
Induction,
Synchronous.
Alternating Current, Single Phase:
Series,
Induction,
Synchronous,
Repulsion.
If the speed characteristics of all those* motors bo compared, it
will be found that with varying loads within the* rating of the
motor the synchronous motors, both .single and polyphase,
maintain constant speed, while all tho other direct and alternat-
ing current motors with the exception of the* series type operate
at nearly constant speed, the speed falling off slightly, usually in
accordance with a straight line law, as i ho load increases. The
speed characteristics of the compound motor may he made to
approximate those of either the series or shunt motors by varying
the relative strength of the series and shunt fields respectively.
Since with constant potential motors, particularly of the direct
current type, the current input to tho motor varies approximately
with the load, the speed current curves of Fig, 11 may be taken
as typical of the three classes of motors denigned for commercial
service.
The torque of a motor, which is defined afl the tangential force
that the armature is capable of exerting at. a radius of I ft. from
the center of the shaft, is proportional to tho product of armature
current and field strength. Since the field strength of a shunt
type constant potential motor is constant, the torque varies
directly with the armature current and approximately in propor-
tion to the load. From the above reasoning, it would bo expected
that the torque of a series motor would vary with the square of
the current since the field current and armature current are the
same. In the actual design of series motors for railway service,
however, the magnetic circuit is nearly at tho point of saturation
except at very light loads. The torque current curve, therefore,
while slightly concave upward at light loads, is nearly a straight
line for practically all operating current values since the field
strength varies but slightly with change of current. In Fig. 11,
a comparison of the torque current curves of the throe types of
direct current motors will also be found.
A study of the alternating current motors will reveal the fact

